
Harmony, Hammond Theory and (a) Perspective on the Percolative 'Energy-
Ph./Phonon-Economics Theorems, and Trust.'

a.) Currently, there is an intermutual proximal identified risk assumptive with super-charged (quantal) 
batteries.  These may induce an 'overmelt' conditional - from which structural (three-fold) mutual interlace, 
identifies with a determinant Gibb's processional dichotomy of Pierls, to a deficit of incurrent light (separable) 
Wireless.

b.) Secondly, pH indications for what are the dichotomistic approach (herein current) of a discourse in 
economic end terminal basis, disinclude and mutually are non-said-identifier(s) to a CD-CD registrable parse in 
itemized taxonomic lookup hierarchal stage of second process; to retrinhibitionary portional make and model to 
registrable serial.

Thus, the determination, is that co-cyclically - the sound and light mutual energy conversion process, at it has 
been hypothesized, is a deficit incurrence, but actually, verified, a necessitated preliminary step at reconstruction of 
an identified sweep of perceptual but impressioned stack in memory, to quantum associability, but not a viably safe 
free radical.

The determinant disclosure is that all such entitled (sensory) deprivational cases, be up for the considerate 
manner of apprehension of it's non-identified basis, due providence a momentary ab initio of prepratory notice.

Live/Live...

a.) Ohm, disparity of a 'wire' - unaccessorized is unmutative.

b.) Wet lead, to singular point-contact does not inter-lean plus-plus.

Complete Repraisal of Goals...

(a.)* memory functions to action following comprehension [compression does not but determine equidistant 
neturalities and priorized homotopic Banachi evidentiaries, to holed and unhold region]

1.) Percolation Theory

2.) Structural Integrity

3.) Entropic Thermal Distancing Finder [Field ass.]

a.) Folder & Graphene

b.) ISO  Conversion

c.) Neutrals, Positive, Negative

4.) Social find and Mathematical Informed Process [weave.]

Gauge & Deficit...
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Alais & Hand (written word)... Wacom...

Brass...

Pseudoprobabilistic (un-neutral)...

Social & Situation...

* a note to self: merely completing a sequential truth, is not a memory.  Mysteries are not forgotten.

1.) Wet-line, to code-addendum pro-visable identifying locus of datum, prioritizes unilateral horizonal deficit, 
but of that of deficit, for in unilateral ISO-line and cable.

2.) Dry-line, to non-contra visable, in two addendums (to Tx/Rx) is neither a contradistinction nor terminal, -
to it's non-stated, but a observable weld of two bended end(s), in either end terminal of one, or three.

From this, we can derive that the eliminable locale lookup to what is stated over-line, lays apart, of one *once, what 
is a binary (check and key) in parity, for of a mutual (Tx, in abridged line-set).

Thus in being from the outset a locale and regional limitation of the process in remark, at comm, the towerable 
totems collapses, of all mutually unilateral div/derivational observations via the relationship of a makesmanship of 
two emptied, lossful remarks in hallowed end, in neither one* nor another's dispute, and the 'stack assoc.' - does 
not but contra-foil the intimation of but a pool.

Mnemoic disparity in R/B - dash-tile* to head-balloon incidence; for in a remark post-assoc. and 'dropping the 
sauce' - mannerism dialectively of a learned lesson advanced is de-prioritized to the taxonomic ';op' in mutual 
horizontal at advanced 803.25 - non-accessorized singular, but* of it, if and only if, of a singular witness 
[unobjected] - the remark of twin-dichotomy in preceded individual to an accurate or inaccurate recorded and 
manual oversight hearing board.

Post a reconciliatorial obligation and distributive mutual alliable (physical system and complexity of it's first 
nature) - is the impositional entropic counter-displacive of a 'organism of thought' and the relationship of emotive 
and motivational discourse, therefore, as integrative systems of differential homotopy and geometrical alliable 
prehension, inter-articulably relate to action and precedent in relation to an observational boundary of it's 
verifiable limitation of choice in adherance unto an existential external and phenomenological quantifier, of the 
order II, of world, and non-locality.  The definitional precept of a mutually and non-mutual dependency of 
orgination in innovative control and systemic ecological science.

I.) Chess [lay-rail-piece-stick-network-lace-raceway-maze-eve-harbor] pathway process and decision-tree, in 
network theory + SMC intercarry (layer) and qubit (2x2) and (2x) elliptic-gate and driver and (2x) optical chamber.

II.) Arduino or SMC or Arduino Pro (2x) - + SMC [with then: a designated and designed compensator intra-
SMC/Chessboard and/or APC Mini.

A.) Block a node & extricably 'remove' a unit to the player-board, and opposite team.

B.) Ecology and medical process & mathematics and engineering.
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